List of enterprises from Lower Silesia – economic mission to Luxembourg

No
1.

2.

Name
Industry
Giant Lazer sp. z IT/ICT
o.o.
- processing,
modeling and
analysis of image
and multimedia
data;
- Digital security
systems
- Mobile applications
- Computer game
development
- E-learning systems
- Creating software
available in the SaaS
model
- Innovative
methods of humantechnology
interaction

Profile
Giant Lazer creates innovative VR and AR applications: immersive
training programs for employees and students, advanced simulators,
process and data visualizations, as well as augmented reality
applications for smart glass cameras. By working with clients such as
Red Bull and Deutsche Telecom and with multiple industries
(logistics, automation, production, robotics, automotive, education),
the Wrocław company has the opportunity to contribute to the
dynamically developing landscape of the new technologies market.
Thanks to cooperation with universities, the studio also provides
solutions based on credible and reliable research foundations. The
XR Lab multimedia studio run by the company allows its clients to
work with CGI post-production, green screen, motion capture
animation, photogrammetry and haptic technology.

Soft Power sp. z IT/ICT
o.o.
- Creating software
available in the SaaS
model
- E-learning systems

Soft Power sp. z o. o. specializes in the Edu-Tech industry. It is a
producer and operator of an innovative, web-based e-learning
platform for the practical learning of programming, database and IT
technology called The League of Extraordinary Minds (LEM), which
was awarded the Gold Medal of the Edutech 2020 International
Poznań Fair.
The company's activity focuses on education in the areas of: practical
programming skills, algorithms, problem solving, database
operation, digital security, and other information technologies. The

https://giantlazer.com/

Expectations
Meetings with entrepreneurs
from Luxembourg have, above all,
sales potential for us. As a Polish
company, we want to expand our
sales range with entities from
Luxembourg and the surrounding
area. Giant Lazer Sp. z o.o. in
recent years, she has carried out
projects for entities such as from
Germany, Sweden, Ukraine and
Serbia in the field of creating and
implementing VR applications.
We are looking for new areas
where we could effectively offer
our services and our products.
We hope to establish contacts
which, after returning from the
mission, we will further develop.

company's clients include, for example, local government units,
schools and libraries.
The platform uses innovative, company-developed automatic
algorithms for testing and evaluating user-created source codes,
replacing human-generated source codes in this process. The
product serves educational purposes for residents, including
students, teachers, library users, students, people changing their
qualifications.
3.

Nanores Sp. z o. Robotics,
o. Sp. k.
automation,
photonics and
information and
communication
technologies
supporting therapy
- Robotics,
automation,
photonics as well as
information and
communication
technologies and
optical fibers in
applications related
to municipal
management,
intelligent buildings
and facilities as well
as energy and media
supplies,
- Robotics,
automation,
photonics,

Nanores includes modern, independent research and development
laboratory. Thanks to the use of innovative technological solutions
(electron-ion microscopes) and the work of specialists in various
fields, we support our partners (from research units, through
international corporations, to technological startups from Central
and Western Europe) in the development of new technologies.
At the same time, we conduct our own research and development
projects, incl. in the field of innovative fiber optic connectors,
allowing the introduction of more light, and thus increasing the
range of fiber optic connections.
The services offered by the company are unique on the European
market and at the same time meet the needs of customers in all
technologically advanced European countries to a similar extent.
On the markets of Western Europe, the company can compete not
only in terms of price, but also in terms of the quality and
advancement of our services. Thanks to the extensive cooperation
with clients from both the EU and Switzerland, we have developed
solutions that remove barriers related to distance, such as free
sample transport or the possibility of online participation in our
research.
https://nanores.pl/en/

We are interested in various
aspects of cooperation. Our very
great need is the development of
a nanotechnology laboratory and
we want to find partners who
develop breakthrough solutions
with whom we can help both in
R&D (SEM / FIB / EDS material
testing) and by providing various
types of micro and nano
components (microprint nozzles,
specialized lenses, particle filters,
nanotubes, etc.).
On the other hand, as a startup
studio, we have extensive
experience in obtaining funds for
implementation projects and we
are currently looking for new
ideas for which we can provide
an environment favorable for
development. We have
experience in working in
consortia, but so far mainly

information and
communication
technologies and
fiber optic
technologies in
applications related
to transport
infrastructure and
public transport,
- Robotics,
automation,
photonics,
information and
communication
technologies and
fiber optic
technologies in
applications related
to public safety,
- Robotics,
automation,
photonics,
information and
communication
technologies and
fiber optic
technologies in
applications related
to the management
of public
administration,
municipal services,
healthcare,

domestic, and we also want to
establish cooperation with
foreign entities.

4.

5.

education and
culture
KVD
Kacper IT/ICT
PołochajłoBusiness Proces
Migda
Management; elearning system ; ecommerce system ;
information
acquisition and
management
technologies

ValueLogic Sp. z IT/ICT
o.o.
- Mobile applications
- e-commerce
systems
-Creating software
available in the SaaS
model
- Solutions for
"smart houses"
(smart buildings)

The company deals with the acquisition and processing of data on
potential customers for entrepreneurs from various sectors. On this
basis, properly prepared, targeted ads are implemented, optimized
in terms of costs and effectiveness for a given company.
The proprietary software created on the basis of the obtained data
allows for the ongoing analysis of customer behavior in a selected
area and supports decision-making processes. On this basis, we
create e-commerce systems that meet the needs of given groups
and e-learning systems for employees, employers and for sale to end
customers.

We want to find contacts to
companies
from
various
industries that would like to start
selling their products in Poland,
or those that already sell in
Poland and would like to
strengthen this sales through
modern and targeted marketing
activities.
For companies that would like to
start selling in Poland or acquire a
Polish client, we are able to
prepare all media facilities in this
area.
ValueLogic empowers global brands and startups with digital ValueLogic is looking for business
transformation, software development, and project management. partners / clients among
The company was born out of a simple idea: a better understanding Luxembourg entrepreneurs. If we
of business and technology. We started out intending to bring value find a good and recommended
and efficiency while remaining customer-friendly and accessible.
broker who will skillfully
• The European Software Hubs of Berlin and Wroclaw: where introduce us to the climate of
business meets technology.
Luxembourg's business needs, we
• Team of experts: 80% of the engineers with +5 years of experience will gladly consider this form of
• People with a broad view of IT solutions: +10 different industries
cooperation.
• Recommendation-driven company: over 90% of our clients refer
us to other businesses
We are interested in companies
New standards in IT services
that want to automate and
Client recommendation has been the catalyst for our growth into a digitize their business processes.
full-service software company. Our team of engineers and branch Enter the digital world with the
experts are each strongly focused on partnership and common sense help of experts. We will advise
as the driving force for creating business value.
and talk about available solutions
Delivering value through understanding
in plain language, explaining how

We approach each project as our own business and use our
experience to ensure that our activities focus on bringing the most
value to your business.
Five reasons to start working with us
• Consultancy and guidance: match your business goals with
technological solutions
• Cutting-edge technologies: continually expand horizons and
seizing every opportunity.
• Smart and effective team: run your project with knowledge and
energy
• Tailored-made technologies: ready for development regardless of
the market situation
• Competitive advantage: thanks to the efficient and quick
implementation of innovations
Our services
Our services range from rescuing the projects that others could not
deliver,
to implementing bleeding-edge technologies like AI into your
business.
• Digital transformation
• Web and Mobile Development
• IT Advising
• Team as a Service
• Product Design and Delivery
• Blockchain
• IoT
We provide services to clients from many various industries,
cooperate with innovative start-ups and take on technological
challenges immediately. Of note, among our business partners are
such companies as: it is worth mentioning: Zalando,
ImmobilienScout24, Tier and Siegwerk.
www.valuelogic.one

business needs can be supported
by technology.
We are able to introduce
improvements in virtually every
area of our potential partners'
activities, and we specialize in
software support REAL ESTATE,
INDUSTRY,
ECOMMERCE,
BEAUTY, we make tailor-made
web and mobile products, we
have a well-developed design
department, so we can also
support the client in product
development , make a strong
website, application, but also
aesthetically show the recipients
the customer's product using the
latest trends in design, animation
or sophisticated illustrations.
We create online stores, support
startups and develop everything
that is hidden under the name of
software for the client.

6.

7.

Przedsiębiorstwo Chemical and
Avicenna
Oil pharmaceutical
Wiktor Podlaski
industry
- Development,
development and
implementation of
innovative medicinal
products, medical
devices, cosmetics,
household chemicals
and professional
chemistry
- Development of
innovative processes
and technologies for
the production of
medicinal products,
cosmetics, medical
devices and other
materials applicable
in medicine and
veterinary medicine,
household
chemicals,
professional
chemicals and
biocidal products
- Cosmetics

The activities of Avicenna-Oil under the Avicenna Oil Natural Beauty
brand concern the production of natural cosmetics. We specialize in
providing our clients with natural essential oils of very high quality
(pharmacopoeial quality) and aromatherapy products.
We have laboratory facilities and a qualified team of specialists with
many years of experience. Our cosmetic products are available in
online stores and cosmetic wholesalers throughout Poland.
In connection with the implementation of the EU project Go To
Brand, we have created a line of luxury, professional cosmetic
products manufactured in small batches, based on the most valuable
essential oils.
Taking into account the uniqueness and small scale of production,
we are looking for rich, preferably small outlets to develop the
export of the Natural Beauty brand. Our main export goal is
expansion to Western European markets through channels such as
e-commerce / distributors.

Golddom
Sery High-quality food Łomnickie Daniel organic, traditional
Sokołowski
and regional food

Cheese production
https://serylomnickie.pl/en/

The company is looking for sales
channels, distributors and an
outlet for its cosmetic products
under its Avicenna Oil Natural
Beauty brand.
It is also looking for producers
from
the
cosmetics
and
pharmaceutical
industries
interested in oil raw materials
under its Avicenna Oil Pharmset
brand. It is just finishing the
registration process of a new,
innovative cosmetic raw material
in the form of powdered
eucalyptus essential oil with
sensory qualities unprecedented
in the industry.

The main export goal is expansion to Western European markets
through channels such as e-commerce / distributors. The product
portfolio and logistics facilities are ready for export.

https://eu.avicenna.com.pl/

The company is looking for a
strategic investor in order to
increase production with more

advanced technologies, hardware
equipment, expanding the sales
market.
The
problem
of
transporting small batches of
goods, orders from local sales
channels
8.

Synergia Pro Sp. z IT/ICT
o.o.
- Predictive methods
for large,
heterogeneous data
sets: acquisition,
analysis and
reporting
- Processing,
modeling and
analysis of image
and multimedia data
- SaaS software
development
- Solutions for "
smart buildings"
- Solutions for "
smart cities "
- Intelligent IT
systems for the
financial and
insurance industry,
- information
acquisition and
management
technologies

The company provides dedicated software development services in
the narrow specialization of data and process visualization.

The company is looking for an
outlet for its services and
product in the field of software
development for data and
process visualization. Currently,
it provides its services on the
European and American markets
and successfully serve several
large companies from Germany.

- Business Process
Management
9.

KANN
Anna Chemical and
Połochajłopharmaceutical
Migda
industry - cosmetics

The company creates products based on bioester formulas and
vegan ingredients in an innovative way on a European scale. The
company wants to reach the Beauty industry with its offer, gain
business contacts and present our offer to the current
representatives of the industry. As all the products we offer are
products admitted to trading in the EU, the path and time of
delivering them to potential buyers is significantly shortened.

1. As part of the economic
mission to Luxembourg, our
company would like to gain
contacts with potential sales
agents of our products in
Luxembourg and neighboring
countries and the possible
exclusive representation of our
company in Luxembourg and
Belgium.
2. We are also willing to start talks
with entrepreneurs interested in
purchasing cosmetic products
directly from us for introduction
to their offer.
3. We are also interested in
acquiring
contacts
with
entrepreneurs who want to start
their business in the field of
cosmetic products, because we
have
knowledge
and
technological facilities, where,
with competitive market prices
and extensive experience, we are
able to create products for such a
customer under his own cosmetic
brand.
4. We are also looking for
entrepreneurs / Investors who

10.

DSR S.A.

IT/ICT
- Predictive methods
for large,
heterogeneous data
sets: acquisition,
analysis and
reporting
- Ambient Assisted
Living
- Computer game
development
- Innovative
methods of humantechnology
interaction
- SaaS software
development
- Technologies for
acquiring and
managing
information

The company - the creator of the innovative Polish product brand
DSR 4FACTORY, i.e. a package of modern IT tools and IT services
that allow manufacturing companies to reduce costs and increase
productivity by analyzing and improving key production efficiency
indicators, e.g. OEE.
The company offers the following solutions: 1) (PMSA) Production
Management Smart Advisor - an innovative tool for intelligent
recommendation of changes in production processes in order to
optimize them, using cognitive techniques that fit into the concept
of industry 5.0. The main need of production companies is the
continuous improvement of production efficiency, which directly
translates into the financial result of the enterprise. The result of
the project will be an internationally innovative tool for intelligent
recommendation of changes in production processes in order to
optimize them, using cognitive techniques. The new
recommendation method will allow for a wide participation of
employees in making decisions about the method of operation,
allowing for continuous optimization of the production process. 2)
(4FM) 4FACTORY MANAGER - an innovative game simulating the
management of real production processes using an innovative
gameplay model based on the interaction of the virtual world with
the real world using the concept of industry 4.0. Development and
testing in real conditions of a game simulating the management of
real production processes using an innovative gameplay model
based on the interaction of the virtual world with the real world
using the Industry 4.0 concept. The proposed concept of the game

would like to enter into
cooperation with our company by
investing in the development of
new technologies, introducing
new products and finally earning
on this project
The company plans to present IT
solutions supporting the
organization and management of
enterprises in the area of
production and logistics, as well
as the 4Factory Manager
solution, i.e. a game combining
actual production processes with
an educational and training
character, our expectations for
meetings with partners are as
follows (characteristics of
entities):
- production companies,
- companies that sell their
services and products to
manufacturing companies,
- intermediaries who know the
market of production companies,
- companies operating on the
educational platform market,
- companies recruiting
employees for production
(reducing onboarding costs),
- companies that carry out
periodic appraisals for
production workers

is an innovation on an international scale and has a chance to stand
out on the market of strategic and economic games.
https://www.dsr.com.pl/en/
11.

12.

Thorium
Sp. z o.o.

Space IT/ICT
- Processing,
modeling and
analysis of image
and multimedia data
- Robotics,
automation,
photonics,
information and
communication
technologies and
fiber optic
technologies in
applications related
to public safety
- Technologies for
acquiring and
managing
information

LightApply Sp. z IT/ICT
o. o.
- SaaS software
development

We are a designer and constructor of innovative The company is looking for clients
telecommunications systems designed for unique transceiver bands, for its solutions (both for the
enabling electronic beam control and faster data transmission. space and ground segment),
suppliers
of
electronic
We are currently conducting intensive research. Our achievements components used in its solutions
to date have allowed us at this stage to attract contractors belonging and partners for cooperation in
to the world's leading distributors of the latest technological the implementation of R&D and
solutions and computational software developers.
commercial projects
https://thorium.space/eng/index.html

LightApply provides a comprehensive platform for managing the
operational activities of Temporary Employment Agencies. Our
solution allows you to build a digital database of recruitment
processes, employee data, company resources as well as a database
of clients and implemented projects.
https://lightapply.com/en/

The overriding goal for
LightApply is to meet customer
expectations and gain an outlet
for the software. We would like
to talk to companies that provide
or use temporary employment
services (e.g. production plants).
Additionally, we will be happy to

13.

Stermedia Sp. z IT/ICT
o.o.
- Predictive methods
for large,
heterogeneous data
sets: acquisition,
analysis and
reporting
- processing,
modeling and
analysis of image
and multimedia data
- Digital security
systems
- Mobile applications
- E-services and
devices for the
health sector
- SaaS software
development

A software development company - software house, IT integrator.
Optimizes and automates processes in companies with the help of
custom software, artificial intelligence (AI), robotic process
automation (RPA) and cloud computing solutions (cloud: Amazon
AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform - GCP). When building
systems, he provides hardware and software. It implements
innovative R&D projects, constructs prototypes and implements
systems operating in production.
Technology partnerships: Cloud services: AWS (Amazon Web
Services), Microsoft Azure. RPA software: Blue Prism, Automation
Anywhere. Scope of services: Artificial intelligence (AI): machine
learning, deep learning, natural language processing (NLP), image
recognition, image processing, video recognition, video processing,
computer vision, vision inspection, machine learning , deep learning,
advanced analytics, data mining, data analysis, data integration, data
engineering, prediction, forecasting, time series, predictive
maintenance, predictive control, predictive quality (predictive
quality), anomaly detection, quality control.
Software development: UX - user experience design, UI - user
interface design, web applications, mobile applications, web
development, mobile development, RWD, PWA, custom software,
software architecture and maintenance, QA - software testing. RPA
- Robotic Process Automation: OCR - Optical Character Recognition,
IDP - Intelligent Document Processing, process optimization, process
intelligence, process discovery, process assessment, PAT - process
assessment tool (process assessment tools), intelligent automation,
robotic desktop automation, cognitive automation, service
assistance, digital workforce, ALM - Automation Lifecycle
Management, CX transformation, contact center transformation,
contact center automation, RPA development , discovery bot, bot

find out how you can expand the
network of sales agents in the
country.
Stermedia.ai is looking for
potential clients interested in the
areas of:
- software development
- Artificial intelligence,
optimization (AI, Machine
Learning)
- robotization and automation of
processes (RPA)

insight, low-code automation platform, back-office automation. IoT
& Cloud: machine learning, big data, cloud-native apps,
microservices / microservices, serverless, DevOps / SysOps, cloud
architecture - design, IoT, microlocation, micro-monitoring, sensorbased analytics .
https://stermedia.ai/

